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A PORTABLE STACK-YARD FENCE

by

M. G. Huber

Extension Agricultural Engineer

The stack-yard fence illustrated can be made up in sections, used, moved and stored, as conditions require. The stack can be located any convenient place and the fence erected around it in a short time.

Because of the slope of the panels toward the stack, cattle are less likely to push against the fence or try to jump over.

This fence consists of panels of any practical length, supported by "A" braces made with a sixty-degree angle, and corner braces made with a forty-five-degree angle. These angles must be exact or the fence will not fit at the corners.

The photograph on this page shows a method of making corners without the corner braces. Short pieces are nailed to the panels instead.

This fence has been used for a number of years on the Oliver Ranch at John Day, Oregon.
The three photographs above show templates being used to build the panels and "A" brace. This speeds up the work and insures uniformity.
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